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Introduction. The problem of the openness of a mapping in a Banach

space has been considered by a number of writers (cf. e.g. [l], [3]).

It is an important problem which in many instances is connected with

the problem of surjective mappings [4]. The main purpose of this

paper is to generalize to locally convex spaces the following theorem.

Theorem A (Reichbach [3]). Let F be a completely continuous

mapping of a Banach space X into itself and let A (x) =x — F(x). If for

the point yoEA (X), there exists a point XoEA~1(yo) such that:

(1) inf     M(x0, r)/r < 1
0<r<oo

where M(x0, r) =sup\\x-xil\\£r\\ F(x) — F(xo)\\ then A(X) contains a ball

with center y0 and radius r0^0.

It should be noted that our Theorem 3 below which generalizes

Reichbach's Theorem A above to locally convex spaces does reduce,

when the space considered is a normed space, to a stronger form of

Theorem A since it is sufficient to take the sup||/T(x) — ̂ (xo)!! on the

boundary of the ball rather than on the whole ball.

Our success in dealing with the present problem is due to an appli-

cation of a recent generalisation by Singbal [6] of the Schauder-

Tychonoff fixed-point theorem, which will be stated below in The-

orem B.

1. Preliminaries. Throughout this paper, X will denote a Haus-

dorff, locally convex linear space, and by mapping we always under-

stand a continuous mapping. Let P be the family of all seminorms

defining the topology of X [2]. If pEP, we call a £-ball with center

Xo and radius r and denote by Bp(x0, r) the closed and convex set

{x\ p(x—x0) =Sr} ; similarly we call the boundary of Bp(xo, r) which is

precisely the closed set Sp(xo, r) = {x\ p(x — x0) =r} the p-sphere with

center x0 and radius r. We say that a self-map F of X is completely

continuous [5] if F is continuous and if for a certain closed, convex,

balanced neighborhood U of 0, the sets [F(nU)]~(n = 1, 2, • • •) are

compact. If p is the gauge of U, i.e., U= {x\ p(x) ^ 1}, we have

nll= {x\p(x) Sn}, and for definiteness F will be called ^-completely
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continuous.  For future use we state without proof the following

simple lemmas:

Lemma 1. Let gbe a p-completely continuous mapping of X into itself

and let f be a self-mapping of X; then the composite mapping fog:

X—*X is p-completely continuous.

Lemma 2. Let Xi and Xi be closed subsets of a topological space Z

and let /i and /2 be mappings of A7 and Xi into a topological space Y

such that fi(x)=fi(x) on XiC\Xi. Then:

f(x) = fi(x)        for x E Xu

= fiix)       for xE Xi

is a mapping of X/UXi into Y.

Theorem B (Schauder-Tychonoff-Singbal [6]). A mapping

of a closed, convex set of a Hausdorff and locally convex space X into a

compact subset of itself has a fixed-point.

2. The main theorem.

Theorem 1. Let f be a p-completely continuous mapping of X into X.

If f maps the boundary of the p-ball BPix0, r) into the latter set, then f

has a fixed-point in BPixQ, r).

Proof. It is noted that the boundary of the p-hal\ BPix0, r) is

precisely the ^-sphere SPixo, r). Define the mapping g: X—>X as

follows:

g(x) = fix)        if pix - xo) ^ r,

gix) = hix) = fix)        iixEXi,

fix)  — Xo
= fiix) = xo + r ——-.-r      if x E Xi,

Pifix) - Xo)

where

Xi = {*| Pifix) - xo) grJH BPix0,r),

Xi= {x\ pifix) - Xo) ̂ r} r\ BPix0, r).

Then by the continuity of /, the set Xi and Xi are closed subsets of

BPixo, r); furthermore for xEXif~\X2, fiix) =/2(jc). Hence by Lemma 2,

g(x) is continuous on BPix0, r). Moreover on the ^-sphere 5p(x0, r),

we have /i(x) =/2(x) =/(x), then another application of Lemma 2

shows that g is continuous on X.

Since X= {x\ pix — x0) ^r} VJBPix0, r), and / is p-completely con-
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tinuous, it follows from Lemma 1 that g is also ^-completely con-

tinuous. But p(x — x0)^r implies p(x) Sp(xo)+r; hence there exists

a positive integer n such that p(x)g,p(x0)+r^n, i.e., Bp(xo, r) EnU.

It follows that [g(Bp(x0, r)) ]~C [gin U) ]~ is compact. Hence, g(x) maps

the closed, convex set Bp(x0, r) into a compact subset of itself. By

Theorem B, there exists a point xEBp(x0, r) such that g(x) = x.

Supposing g(x) =f2(x), we get:

f(x) — Xo
r-= x — x0.

Pi fix) - x0)

Hence, p(x—x0)=r, i.e., xESp(x0, r). Since f(Sp(x0, r)) EBP(x0, r),

it follows that p(f(x)—Xo)^r and by the definition of g(x) we have

x = g(x)=f(x).

Corollary. Let A be a mapping of X into itself such that for some

(3^0 the mapping x—BA (x) is p-completely continuous. Suppose further

that for some given yEX, the mapping f(x) = x — B[A(x)—y] maps the

boundary of the p-ball Bp(xq, r) into the latter set, then there exists a

point xEBp(xo, r) such that A (x) = y.

Proof. Theorem 1 applies to the mapping f(x) =x — j3[A(x)—y].

In fact, since x — BA(x) is ^-completely continuous, it follows that

f(x) is also p-completely continuous. The condition f(Sp(xo, r))

EBp(xo, r) is satisfied, hence there exists xEBp(xo, r) such that

/(*)=*, 8^0, then A(x)=y.    Q.E.D.
Let A be a mapping of X into a topological space Y and let

yoEA(x), we say that A(x) is open at the point yo if there exists a

neighborhood V of y0 in F such that A (X)D V.

Theorem 2. Let A be a mapping of X into itself. Suppose that for the

point yoEA(X) there exists an r0>0 such that: For each yEBp(y0, r0),

it is possible to find an x0£^4_1(;y), a B^O and an r>0 such that:

(i)  x — f$A (x) is p-completely continuous,

(ii) f(Sp(xo, r)) C Bp(xu, r)    where   f(x) = x — B[A(x) — y\.

Then A is open at the point yoEA (X).

Proof. The proof is trivial. In fact, the corollary shows that for

every yEBp(y0, r0), there exists xEBp(x0, r) such that A(x)=y.

Hence every y of Bp(x0, r0) belongs to the image ^4(A^) of X, and

therefore A is open at the point yoEA (X), and the theorem is proved.

As an illustration of Theorem 2, we prove the following important

Theorem 3. First we pose the following definition: Let F be a mapping

of X into itself, and let:
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NPixo, r) =     sup    piFix) - F(x0)).
ieSpdo,r)

Theorem 3. Let F be a p-completely continuous mapping of X into

itself and let Aix) =x — Fix). If there exists XoEX and a positive real

number r such that:

(3) Npixo, r) < r

then the mapping A is open at the point yo = ^4(xo).

Proof. Since Fix) =x — Aix) is ^-completely continuous, condition

2 (i) of Theorem 2 is satisfying with /3 = 1. Let fix) = x — /3 [yl (x) — y ],

i.e., fix) —Fix)+y. Since Fix) is ^-completely continuous there

exists a closed, convex and balanced neighborhood U of 0 in X satis-

fying U= {x|^(x)gl},such that the sets [FinU)]~ (« = 1, 2, ■ • • )

are compact. We have:

P(f(x) ~ xo) = P(F(x) + y — x0)

(4) =g p{Fix) - Fixo)) + piFixo) +y-xo)

= p(F(x) - Fixo)) + piyo - y)

where y0 = ^4(xo).

Let r be as in (3) and ri <r such that for xESPixo, r) there is

piFix) — Fixo)) ^n <r. Choosing r0 such that 0 <r0 <r — r\, we obtain

by (4) for every yEBPiy0, r0): pifix) — x0) ^ri+(r — r/) for every

xESPixo, r), i.e., condition (2) (ii) of Theorem 2 is satisfied.

By Theorem 2, we have AiX)Z)BPiy0, r0) and hence A is open at

Aixo).
Remark 1. In a Banach space, with a norm || ||, condition (3)

becomes:

(3') Nixo, r) < r,

where

Nixo, r) =     sup     \\Fix) - Fix0)\\.
I*-»,||-f

This assumption is less restrictive than condition (1) in Reichbach's

Theorem A, in fact, a completely continuous mapping on a ball

Bixo, r) = {x| ||x —Xo|| ̂ r} in a Banach space X into itself in general

does not attain its maximum on the boundary of 5(xo, r).

Remark 2. If in Theorems 2 and 3, the mapping A is also linear,

then the image AiX) is an open linear subset of X, hence we have

A iX) = X.  This  is an  important case since  we obtain  for every
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yGX a solution of the equation Aix)=y.1
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1 As remarked by the referee, for the linear case more elementary methods are

available. The author is also indebted to the referee for many other helpful suggestions.


